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PREVIEW
Steve Jobs Awards. Thats what the December Edition
of the MVDIT TECH BOOK is about. We are honoring
the best and most innovative in the world of tech, like
everytime. This time our awards have got a name. And
they are named after Steve Jobs.
The custom remains same obviously. They are is no
trophy. It’s all about pride. The pride of being recognized as the best in tech.
The winners of the awards were chosen by the people this time. We had a voting on facebook in which many people voted for their favorite tablet, mobile or
technology. The result is inside this 20 page e-zine.
So that’s what the December Edition of MVDIT TECH BOOK is about. Do Send us
your feedback.
Keep Reading,
Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
Mail: viditb@mvdittechbook.com
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

BEST GADGET 2011

iPad
2
When Steve Jobs said that 2011 was going to be the year of iPad 2. He clearly meant that.

There was not even an iota of a device brushing near the iPad 2’s vast expansion in the
universe of gadgets. From the Indian Parliament to the hands of a young kid. The iPad 2 was
everywhere. Not only did the Tablet become slimmer, it even got faster and had all that,
which was not there in the first iPad.
iPad 2,is our Gadget of the Year. It competed with other competitors which included the
$99 Revolutionary Touchpad, the iPhone 4S with its magical siri integration, The lytro cam
and the Moto Razr.
Also with the iOS5 coming to the iPad, iPad 2 became a self-dependent device. Which was
quite necessary for its long term survival. iPad 2 no-longer requires a PC.
The iPad 2, left its competitors tasting dust. No device matched the brilliant sales, of the
Second generation iPad. And for all these reasons and by Public Opinion the iPad 2 is our
Gadget of the Year!
Summing it up: Lets gear up for iPad 3 :)
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

RUNNERS UP

2nd Position : iPhone 4S

3rd Position : Motorola Droid Razr
Others: Lytro Cam

4th Position : HP Touchpad
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

MOST POPULAR SOCIAL NETWORK

2nd Position : Twitter
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3rd Position :Delicious

STEVE JOBS AWARDS

BEST LOVED GOOGLE DOODLE

LES PAUL’S 96TH BIRTHDAY

1ST RUNNERS UP:
ANANT PAI’S 82ND BIRTHDAY
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

GOOGLE DOODLE: RUNNERS UP

2ND RUNNERS UP
JIM HENSON’S 75TH BIRTHDAY

3RD RUNNERS UP:
MARIE CURIE’S 144TH BIRTHDAY
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

GOOGLE DOODLE: RUNNERS UP

4TH RUNNERS UP
ROBERT BUNSEN’S 200TH BIRTHDAY

5TH RUNNERS UP
LUNAR ECLIPSE DOODLE WITH SLOOH IMAGES
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

SMART PHONE OF THE YEAR

iPhone 4S
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MOTOROLA ATRIX 4G

STEVE JOBS AWARDS

iPhone APP OF THE YEAR

Instagram by Kevin Systrom

CiNE CONNECT by Mudit Bhargava
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IT PERSON OF THE YEAR

DREW HOUSTON - DROPBOX CEO
Vidit Bhargava
Andrew Houston, born in Massachusetts an
american entreprenuer is our IT PERSON of
the Year 2011. While Houston was studying in
MIT, he conceived the idea of ‘dropbox’ after
repeatedly forgetting his USB drive and Dropbox is the reason Drew Houston has been
chosen for this prestigious award.

Now That is something talk about. Dropbox
is a major Cloud storage service, and has
helped shape a different world of cloud
storage.

Houston’s dropbox began as something he
wanted to make for himself. He considered
other alternatives to his problem to have
suffered from problems of bugs, Internet
Latency and ‘made him think too much.’ While
creating dropbox he realized that his solution
could benefit others with the same problem.
Dropbox officially launched at 2008’s TechCrunch50, an annual technology conference
by the popular website TechCrunch.

“ “I mean, Steve friggin’ Jobs,” remembers
Houston, now 28. “How do you even prepare for that?” When Houston whipped out
his laptop for a demo, Jobs, in his signature
jeans and black turtleneck, coolly waved
him away: “I know what you do.”

Drew created a demo of Dropbox and
showed it to fellow MIT student Arash Ferdowsi, who dropped out with only one semester left to help make Dropbox a reality.
Guiding their decisions was a relentless focus
on crafting a simple and reliable experience
across every computer and phone. *

Houston didn’t want to sell his company
though. And he stood by that, even after
the world’s greatest tech-vision came to
him and offered him a whooping $8 million
acquisition.

Drew and Arash moved to San Francisco in
fall 2007, secured seed funding from Y Combinator, and set about building a world-class
engineering team. In fall 2008, Sequoia Capital led a $7.2M Series A with Accel Partners to
help bring Dropbox to people everywhere. *
In 2011 Dropbox got a $4Billion valuation.

Soon after the valuation. Steve Jobs met
with houston to discuss buying dropbox.
Here what he had to say:

“Jobs smiled warmly as he told them he was
going after their market. “He said we were a
feature, not a product,”

Houston says, that he wanted to create an
independent company and loves his company and was in no-mood to sell it.
For all the break-through work in cloud
computing and the courageous refusal and
because he loves what he created Drew
Houston is our IT Person of the Year.
* marked content was taken fromTechrunch
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

MOBILE OS OF THE YEAR

ANDROID ICE CREAM SANDWICH

iOS5
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

iPhone GAME OF THE YEAR

ANGRY BIRDS RIO BY ROVIO
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

iPhone GAME OF THE YEAR : RUNNERS UP

STICK CRICKET BY STICK SPORTS

CUT THE ROPE BY CHILLINGO
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STEVE JOBS AWARDS

TABLET OF THE YEAR

The nominations included the likes of HP Touchpad, Motorola Xoom
and Kindle Fire. HOwever they didn’t get any votes. The iPad 2 won
without much difficulty.
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MVDIT TECH QUIZ

MVDIT TECH QUIZ
Vidit Bhargava
Q1. This company was founded by Konstantin Othmer in 2005. The company gained a lot of
attention in the International media in Late 2011. Which famous mobile software company
am I talking about?
Q2. Also in that January Edition Issue, was stuff related to an under $90 Scientific Calculator
Project, a Thyristor and Charged Coupled Devices. What was the main feature of that magazine issue. Something that makes it famous.
Q3. Founded by Ken Olsen, Harlan Anderson, it was acquired by Compaq in 1998. Which
famous tech-company am I talking about?
Q4. For which famous Internet invention is Jarkko Oikarinen famous?
Q5.X and Y were students at the Waterloo University in 1980, they both started an OS
developing company, Quantum Software Systems. In 1982 the first version of one of
their products was released for Intel 8088 CPU. The developed QNZ whose version is now
powering Blackberry Playbook. Who are X and Y?
Q6.The Microsoft X is an irrevocable promise by Microsoft published in September 2006, to
not assert legal rights over certain Microsoft Patents on implementations of an included list
of technologies (such as the older Office Document formats etc). What is X?
Q7. X is the codename given by the US government for a series of coordinated attacks in
2003 originating from China on various government agencies and private companies
across the world such as NASA, Whitehall, Lockheed Martin, etc. What is X?
Q8. This business was set up in 1986 by S S Goenka, who founded a small company called
Peutronics Pvt. Ltd. with the aim of using computers to simplify the tedious job of keeping
accounts. His son Bharat was responsible for the development of the commercial software
product which led to Peutronics Pvt. Ltd., becoming ________
Fill in the Blanks
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Answers to previous edition:
1. Flipkart.com
2. Bill Joy
3. Sean Parker
4. Milk Inc.
5. 2001
6. Ziffren, Brittenham, Branca
and Fischer
7. George Orwell
8. Free Software Song - Richart
Stallman
9. Vic Gundotra
10. Kobo

Q9. This is an old photograph of a very famous
person at silicon valley. He happens to be a computer programmer. Identify Him.
[The thing in his hand should ygive you a lclue]

Visit: www.mvdittechbook.com
to check the answers to this
quiz. to know more about Technology and answer more quizzes.
Mail us at :
viditbhargava@mvdittechbook.
com for your valuable feed-back,
questions, suggestions and for
getting your answers published.

Q10.This is Ascender Corporation .They designed
a very famous logo in the world of Technology.
The logo was created in November 2007. All you
need to tell is, Which logo I am Talking about.
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